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B-5, Sector-IV, Rohini
Holidays Home Work (Session 2019-20) (Pg 1 to 2)
Class – VIII
Name: - _________________
Dear Students,

RollNo._________

Winter Vacation is a welcome break…… Break from fixed schedule, rules and regulations of school, Freedom brings more
responsibility, keeping this in mind, we have planned most of the activities for you to keep you engaged positively and your
energies well directed. Though teachers will not be physically present to keep a supervisory eye on you and your work.
Guardian Angels at home i.e. your dear mama and papa are there to take care of your emotional, social, physical & academic
needs. We hope your home work and activities will be well managed and presented so that all of you earn a golden star as a
grade.
We wish you a wonderful time ahead!

English
1. Read the novel ‘Wings of Fire’ and write what you learnt from it on an A-4 size sheet. Also, design your
own 3-D book cover for the same and attach your creative writing script (the A-4 size sheet) in it.
2. Revise the CT-4 syllabus and prepare for your exams.
3. Complete the exercises of Chapter12 and Chapter 13 in your Home Book.

Social Science
Q1.Complete the given assignment :
Q2.Fill in the blanks :
a)The industrial revolution started in____________
b)__________ is known as the Manchester of India.
c) ______________ is known as the Manchester of Japan.
d)The Arms act was passed in year ______
e)AO Hume was retired __________________
f)Partition of Bengal was done by ________________
g)Gandhi ji came to India in year_______
h)Attrocities were inflicted on Jallianwala bagh on ___________ day.
i)Gandhi Maharaj Ki Jai title was given by ________________
Q3.Whose view regarding the national struggle do you like from The Moderates and The Extremists ?
Q4.Which feature of the Indian constitution do you think is the most important and why ?
Q5.Imagine you are a Industrialist ,what type of products would you like to manufacture and where in India
would you like to set up your factory .Give reasons to support your answer.
Q6.Do you think education plays an important role in eradicating social evils. If yes, how ?
Q7.On an outline map of India , mark the following places
a)Jamshedpur
b) Vishakapatnam
c) Ahmedabad
d) Bangalore
e)Chauri chaura
f)Dandi
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g)Kheda
Revise the chapters of CT 4

Science
1. Revise the syllabus covered in class and practice diagrams.
2. Story writing: Based on different types of forces mentioned in the chapter, write a short story where all
different forces are involved. (Activity file)
3. Design a wall magazine on the adverse effects of smoking, drug abuse and consuming alcohol.

Mathematics
1. Revise the syllabus and complete maths PC

2. Practice 5 questions daily of the concepts done so far.
3. Complete worksheets from exampler for CT-4 chapters.
Sanskrit
1. maatR va svasaR Sabd $p yaad kroM .

2. sqaa Qaatu $p pa^caaoM lakaraoM maoM yaad kroM.
3. saBaI pazaoM ko Anauvaad yaad kroM.
4 p`%yaya yaad kroM.
Hindi
• pZae gae saBaI paz yaad kroM.
• pRqvaI kI ibaga baOMga qyaaorI pr ek maa^Dla tOyaar kroM .

•

Apizt gad\yaaMSa va pd\yaaMSa ka AByaasa kroM.
Computer

1. Revise chapters done in class
2. Collect information about any four operating systems. This should contain the company name, the
operating system Logo, its features and strengths.
3. Make a power point presentation on latest computer peripherals and gadgets and mail on
kriti.madan@rdpsrohini.edu.in.
ART &CRAFT
1. Make a portrait of any famous personality by using shading pencil on A4size Ivory sheet.
2 Make a poste on sensitization help in energy conservation on A3 size ivory sheet .
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